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Outline

- Chemical and biological data – what is out 
there (and how can we use it?)

- Case studies from mode-of-action analysis 
and compound selection

- Application of informatics methods to select 
small molecules for the thermal stabilization 
of antibodides



Core Data Considered: Chemistry, 

Phenotype, Targets / Mode of Action

Molecular
Structure

Phenotype
Protein / 

Mode of Action



So what’s the point of it all?

We would like to answer questions!

- “What is the reason upon treatment with A 
for phenotypic effect B?”

-> Mode of Action

- “Which compound should I make to 
achieve effect C in a biological system?”

-> Chemistry

- “Does patient D or patient E respond 

better to drug F?”

-> Phenotype / Phenotype Change



More generally, where can we 

‘model properties’?

- Where output property is determined eg
by structure (input space)

- In principle any type of property that is a 
function of input

- Can be either data- or model-driven
- The more data, the better

- For us, the most interesting part is link 
between chemical structure, and 
biological effect (which descriptors, 
models, … to use)



Group Research Organized in Clusters 

(Numbers = number of people working on project)

Mode-of-action analysis

- Mode-of-action analysis (‘target prediction’) (~7)

- Modelling bioactivities on target families (~2)

Modelling compound mixtures, traditional medicines

- Mixture modelling (~6; ERC Starting Grant)

- Traditional medicines/natural products (~3)

Integrating chemical and biological data

- Pharmacogenomics/toxicogenomics (~2)

- Gene expression/RNA-Seq data for compound selection 

(stem cell differentiation), mode of action analysis (~3)



Starting from in vivo efficacy we can 

predict the MoA, based on ligand chemistry

Molecular
Structure
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Mode of Action
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Link (from 

Observations)

A. Koutsoukas et al., J Proteomics 2011 (74) 2554 – 2574.
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• The models enable automated prediction of the 

targets or target  families of orphan ligands given 

only their chemical structures.

Exploiting known bioactivity data for new 

decisions: Target predictions

Target Class Models

Predicted 

Targets
Orphan 

compound

Chemogenomics Database

Ligand 1—Target 1

Ligand 1—Target 2

Ligand 2—Target2

…

Ligand N—Target N

Public model 

with AZ: Mervin 

et al.. J 

Cheminf. 2015 



Prediction Examples: Gleevec, 

Ruboxistaurin

- Gleevec (Novartis),

- Launched

- Targets Bcr-Abl, c-kit,

PDGFRb

- Ruboxistaurin
(Lilly/Takeda),Phase III

- PKCb



- Project with Eli Lilly
- Male Wistar rats

- Treated with ~500 sleep-inducing compounds, 
dozens of readouts from EEG/EMG, Abdominal 
Minimitter, Cage that define ‘good sleep’

- Q: What are bioactivity profiles associated with 
compounds inducing good sleep?

- Going from single to multiple targets 
(polypharmacology), and from single to multiple 
simultaneous MoA hypotheses for given phenotype

Understanding rat sleep data

Work by Georgios

Drakakis



Decision trees learn receptor bioactivity 

profiles associated with ‘good’ and ‘bad’ sleep 



Prospective validation on both 

target and phenotypic level
- 7 marketed drugs/drug combinations were selected 

which are predicted to modulate sleep, are 
dissimilar to the training set, but were not annotated 
with this side effect

- 5 out of 7 marketed drugs (71%) tested increased 
sleep parameters (a sixth led to hyperactivity!)

- 21 out of the 27 predicted targets (78%) were 
validated

- Overall 78% correct on target level, ~71% on 
phenotypic level (across 4 MoA classes)



Combined gene expression / target prediction 

analysis for MoA analysis and compound selection

- Select compounds based both on gene 
expression and target prediction profiles

- Eg for stem cell differentiation

KalantarMotamedi et al. Cell Death Discovery 2016



Selected compound induces differentiation of 

stem cells into cardiac myocytes (by RT-PCR; 

work with Dr Nasr, Royan Institute, Isfahan)

3 days 5 days

Control

Compound

KalantarMotamedi et al. Cell Death Discovery 2016



Application of informatics methods 

to select small molecules for the 

thermal stabilization of antibodides

- Experimental work of Olubukayo-Opeyemi
Oyetayo and Hans Kiefer, Biberach University 
of Applied Sciences; modelling performed by 
Oscar Mendez-Lucio (Cambridge)

- “Diversity selection, screening and quantitative 
structure-activity relationships of osmolyte-like 
additive effects on the thermal stability of a 
monoclonal antibody”

- Oyetayo et al. Eur. J. Pharm. Sci. (in revision)



Aim

- Additives can contribute to the thermal 
stability of an antibody

- However, systematic relationships 
between structure and effect are usually 
unknown

- Unspecific vs covalent interactions

- Direct interactions vs altering water structure

- Interaction with peptide backbone vs interactions 

with side chains (general vs protein-specific 

effects)

- …



Informatics contribution

- Hence, we used informatics methods to

- Select a chemically diverse library (from given 

compound classes) before experiments

- Generated structure-activity relationships after 

experiments to

• Correlate/explain/understand stabilization effects 

observed

• Select next round of stabilizing compounds with 

improved properties



Selection of diverse compound library to 

determine Ab stabilizing properties

- Amino acids, methylamines and polyols 
- Molecular weight < 300 (< 500 for polyols); 

sarcosine and mannitol used as queries for 
the methylamine and polyol class to identify 
similar compounds (>0.5, MACCS keys)

- Jarvis-Patrick clustering; diverse cluster 
centres selected

- Removed reactive/toxic compounds 
(according to MSDS)

- Solubility > 0.1M
- 84 compounds (29 amino acids, 18 

methylamines, 37 polyols)



Methods: Antibody, readouts

- Recombinant human monoclonal antibody 
of the IgG1 subclass (mAb1) was 
produced in-house in CHO cells

- To determine unfolding differential 
scanning fluorimetry (DSF) was used

- High throughput method

- Non-equilibrium method though

- Hence impact of extrinsic fluorescent probe on 

Tm, inability to measure reversibility of unfolding 

transitions

- Lowest observed thermal melting 
transition measured



Determining impact of pH: mAb1 in 

buffer at different pH

- Mostly Unfolded at pH 3; large pH impact
- pH 3.5 two melting transitions, at 6.5 one
- Hence osmolytes tested at pH 3.5 and 6.5



25% of methylamines, 50% of amino acids, 

75% of polyols act as stabilizers

(at both pH 3.5 and 6.5)

Charged compounds 

(amino acids, 

methylamines) show 

pH effect, much less 

so polyols!



Data used for QSAR model 

generation

- Measurements at pH 6.5 showed less 
error than at pH 3.5

- pH 6.5 also more relevant for practical 
processing steps, hence data obtained at 
this pH was used for QSAR model 
generation



QSAR model: Partial Least Squares 

(PLS)

- For 84 compounds195 2D descriptors were 
calculated using MOE software

- Removal of descriptors with low variance, 
normalization

- TS potency at pH 6.5 used as output 
variable

- Models were fit to all data points, model 
consistency and variable importance 
determined in leave-one-out cross-validation

- Variable importance determined using 
‘Variable Importance Projection’ (VIP)



Tm model fit across the amino acid, 

methylamine and polyol classes (‘global 

model’)

- RMSE = 
4.77

- RMSE 
(LOO) = 
6.07



Local models give much better 

correlations: Methylamines



Local models give (somewhat) 

better correlations: Amino acids



Local models give (somewhat) 

better correlations: Polyols



Model statistics: Leave-one-out 

validation



Variable Importance Projection: 

Polarity/hydrophobicity, accessible 

surface area are crucial



Also direct correlation of thermal shift 

with hydrophobicity/polarity parameters 



Summary of antibody stabilization 

work

- Informatics methods were able to help us 
select diverse compounds

- We were able to generate a model, which 
could be used two-fold:

- To gain insight into parameters relevant 
for Ab stabilization (however, be aware of 
causality vs correlation, also multiple 
parallel effects are difficult to discriminate)

- For the selection of new compounds with 
improved properties



Application of informatics methods 

to select small molecules for the 

thermal stabilization of antibodides

- Experimental work of Olubukayo-Opeyemi
Oyetayo and Hans Kiefer, Biberach University 
of Applied Sciences; modelling performed by 
Oscar Mendez-Lucio (Cambridge)

- “Diversity selection, screening and quantitative 
structure-activity relationships of osmolyte-like 
additive effects on the thermal stability of a 
monoclonal antibody”

- Oyetayo et al. Eur. J. Pharm. Sci. (in revision)
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